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Comparative Regulation of 
Market Intermediaries: 
Insights from the Indian Life 
Insurance Market 
Santosh Anagol (Wharton), Shawn Cole (Harvard 
Business School), and Shayak Sarkar (Harvard 
University) 
 

Global economic growth and financial liberalization are rapidly 
increasing the size and depth of insurance markets in emerging markets, 
and millions of consumers are purchasing life insurance for the first time. 
Insurance can be a complicated product, and many households in emerging 
markets have low levels of financial literacy. Many life insurance products 
are complex, and insurance companies, agents, and/or brokers may stand to 
profit by steering customers towards policies which offer relatively less 
value to consumers but relatively higher commissions to agents. 

We consider regulation of the sales of insurance as a means for 
reducing the amount of mis-selling that occurs.  This paper was inspired by 
a field experiment we conducted in India, in which we sent mystery 
shoppers to visit life insurance agents and solicit financial advice. The 
experiment and results are reported in Anagol et al. (2013).1  A key finding 
of the experiment was that life insurance gave unsuitable advice: for some 
types of clients, agents recommended the wrong product more than 80 
percent of the time.2  Because Indian insurance law is a work-in-progress, 
we ground our analysis in a consideration of the regulatory regimes used to 
govern insurance sales in the United States. 

In part I, we provide background information on the life insurance 
markets in India and the United States.  In part II, we focus on the 
regulation of commissions disclosure in the United States and India, before 
proceeding to a discussion of the results of our field experiment in India, 
exploiting a recent disclosure mandate for a particular class of life 
insurance products.  In part III, we discuss the more general issue of 
regulation of advice, focusing on the three-tiers of legal duty (caveat 



emptor, suitability, and fiduciary) present in U.S. law. These place differing 
duties upon different types of agents in their product recommendations to, 
and interactions with, consumers.  We use this as a springboard to discuss 
the recent Indian “suitability” rhetoric appearing in both Indian insurance 
regulation and broader financial reform efforts.  In Section IV, we present 
our experimental evidence on how quality of advice responded to consumer 
sophistication, preferences, and needs, in addition to market competition.  
That evidence gives rise to our recommendations regarding the emerging 
Indian standards.  In Section V, we briefly conclude. 

Comparing Life Insurance Markets 
in the United States and India 

In both the United States and India, the life insurance markets 
involve significant amounts of money and people.  In the United States, life 
insurance premium payments to insurers exceed $100 billion annually,3 
with the majority of people in the United States covered by some type of 
life insurance.4   In India, life insurance premium payments to insurers were 
close to $60 billion5 and recent estimates suggest that less than twenty 
percent of Indians have life insurance.6 

In contrast to the American system of private providers and state-
level regulation, federal regulation and a dominant public provider define 
the Indian life insurance market.   

In 1956, the Indian government nationalized the life insurance 
industry, and for over 40 years only one company, the government-owned 
Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC), was permitted to offer 
insurance. In 1999, financial liberalization permitted the entry of private 
insurers; they introduced new products and distribution channels.7  While 
competition from dozens of private sector competitors has decreased LIC’s 
market share since 2000, LIC continues to be the dominant player in the life 
insurance market in terms of both total premiums and new premiums.  Due 
to greater competition, the largest market shares are much lower in the 
United States: the two market leaders, MetLife and Prudential, hold a 
combined market share of only 30% of the total life insurance premiums 
collected in 2012.8  

In terms of regulation, state regulation defines U.S. insurance 
whereas India’s regulation is largely national.  One might point to Dodd-
Frank’s creation of the Federal Insurance Office (FIO) as evidence of a 
federalizing trend in American insurance.  Yet the FIO is neither a regulator 



nor supervisor but rather only a data collection and monitoring entity.9  In 
contrast, the IRDA regulates the national licensing requirements for 
insurers, including business conduct guidelines.  One example of those 
guidelines, the IRDA’s 2010 mandate on commissions disclosure for 
particular life insurance products, constitutes the basis of our analysis on 
the effect of such regulatory requirements on agent recommendations. 

The qualifications and characteristics of agents selling life insurance 
differ between the United States and India.  American insurance agents 
generally are licensed in the states they work, most often work on 
commission, and possess at least a high-school diploma.10  The Bureau of 
Labor Statistics predicts the number of jobs for insurance agents to grow 
more quickly over the next decade than most occupations, the growing role 
of the internet in insurance marketing and sales notwithstanding.11  Indian 
agents also work on commission, but they possess national licenses, for 
which the 12th grade education is also the educational prerequisite, though 
for applicants from rural areas, a 10th grade education will suffice.12   

India may technically have more insurance agents, even adjusted for 
its population, but they tend to work part-time and the profession may be 
losing its appeal.  Around 2010, when the number of life insurance agents 
in the United States was just shy of 200,000,13 India had already hit its peak 
of 3 million agents, many of whom were working in an ad hoc fashion.14  
However, decreased financial prospects, due both to regulatory reform and 
declining consumer demand, have led to annual attrition rates of over 50%, 
inspiring recent efforts to professionalize and stabilize the agent base.15  
Despite a recent contraction in new premiums,16 analysts remain optimistic 
about growth in the Indian life insurance market given that the ratio of life 
insurance premium to GDP remains less than half of some developed 
countries.17  On the other hand, despite the BLS’s prediction of growth in 
insurance agents generally (including life insurance, property insurance, 
etc.), the number of households with life insurance is decreasing in the 
United States18  In sum, the pervasiveness of life insurance agents and the 
nature of their employment differ between the two countries, though both 
employment sectors are experiencing uncertainty.   

Lastly, life insurance customer behaviors and preferences regarding 
agents differ between the United States and India.  These differences are 
highlighted in a recent 2012 global life insurance customer survey by Ernst 
& Young.19  While the survey’s online platform over-represents the urban 
and affluent, the survey provides preliminary insights.20  First, Indian 
consumers do more research than consumers in any other country – nearly 
three quarters of respondents said they did a fair or great deal of research 
before buying a product, as compared to less than a third of American 
respondents, who typically take a more passive approach.21  This may be a 



partial response to Indian consumers’ expressed concerns about “mis-
selling,” where agents focus on commissions over consumer needs.22  
Second, despite the emergence of online platforms, both Americans 
(82%)23 and Indians (94%)24 cite personal interactions with intermediaries 
(agents) as important to the purchase process.   Yet while surveyed Indians 
steadfastly believed that insurers make an effort to retain them as customers 
(77%), a faith surpassing every other country,25 American consumers feel 
the exact opposite (12%).26  Third and finally, an important commonality 
underlies the desire for personal product advice: a majority of consumers 
cite product complexity as a reason for seeking out advice, noting that 
experts are needed to decode the technicalities.27  Thus, while Indian 
customers tend to conduct more independent research and to perceive more 
agent effort, the very existence of agents comports with customers’ 
preferences and needs for advice in both countries.  Our research uses a 
unique field experiment to test the quality of this advice, particularly 
whether agents’ advice comports with customers’ stated product 
preferences and needs. 

Comparing Disclosure Mandates 
Before discussing quality of advice, we first turn to the issue of 

commissions disclosure.   We first discuss commissions disclosure in the 
United States before turning to India. 

As noted before, insurance is regulated at the state rather than 
federal level, leading to differing disclosure mandates across the United 
States.   Recently enacted New York state law, for example, mandates 
insurance agents to affirmatively disclose either orally or in writing the 
general compensation incentives of the agent.28  They do not however 
require general disclosures of compensation quantities.29  The agent must 
only disclose, in written form, quantities and sources of compensation in 
response to a consumer inquiry.30   

The United States 

The New York law was particularly significant as a catalyst for 
national reform.  Prior to the law’s passage in January of 2011, the National 
Association of Insurance and Financial Advisors, a prominent trade group 
which includes licensed life insurance agents, had no policies regarding 
commission disclosure.31   In response to the New York law, the group 
changed its agnostic stance and now encourages the over 45,000 agents that 



belong to its local associations to fully disclose all commission amounts on 
securities and insurance products, if a consumer asks.32  This change 
accorded with other non-governmental groups advocating for commissions 
disclosure in the life insurance industry.33  New York is a significant 
example, but its disclosure standards are not universal.  Colorado requires 
disclosure of a standard compensation schedule to the purchaser, while 
California requires disclosure only after the sale is completed, and only to 
certain classes of consumers.34   

These contemporary commissions disclosure debates are taking 
place around the world, motivating our research in India.  As of April 2013, 
Hong Kong required disclosure of fees on insurance sales by insurance 
brokers, but only when those fees exceed the “usual market rate.”35  These 
regulations emerge from a highly-publicized court case in which the 
plaintiff sued his financial advisor for losses on insurance instruments, 
alleging a conflict of interest.36  Similarly, the Netherlands imposed a ban 
on commissions on life insurance products while the United Kingdom 
imposed a ban on life insurance investment and savings products but carved 
out an exception for term (protection only) products.37  

A particularly salient example of such a disclosure policy from an 
emerging market is India’s commissions disclosure mandate for equity-
linked insurance products.  On July 1, 2010, the Indian insurance regulator 
mandated that insurance agents must disclose the commissions they would 
earn when selling a specific type of whole insurance product called a unit-
linked insurance product (ULIP).  ULIPs are very similar to whole 
insurance policies, except that the savings component is invested in equity 
instruments with uncertain returns. This regulation was enacted as the 
Indian insurance regulator faced criticism from the Indian stock market 
regulator that ULIPs should be regulated in the same way as other equity-
based investment products. The insurance regulator responded to these 
criticisms by requiring agents to disclose commissions when selling ULIPs. 

Experimental Evidence from an Indian 
Disclosure Mandate 

There are two specific features of this policy.  First, it is important to 
note that the disclosure of commissions required on July 1st is in addition 
to a disclosure requirement on total charges that came into effect earlier in 
2010.  Prior to July 1, agents were required to disclose the total charges (i.e. 
the total costs, including commissions) of the policies they sell, but they 
were not required to disclose how much of those charges went to agent 
commissions.  Thus, the new legislation requiring the specific disclosure of 



commissions gives the potential life insurance customer more information 
on the agency problem between himself and the agent, but does not change 
the amount of information on total costs. This allows us to interpret our 
results as the effect of better information about agency, rather than better 
information about costs more generally. 

Our empirical research documents two important effects of the 
regulation: first, the percentage of ULIP recommendations made to our 
experimental auditors dropped precipitously after the regulation came into 
effect.38  Yet agent recommendations shifted from high-commission ULIPs 
to high-commission whole insurance products, and this effect was not 
contingent on whether auditors affirmatively inquired about commissions.  
Mandating commissions disclosure of particularly high-commission 
products may therefore affect product recommendations, but if the 
disclosure mandate is not universal, agents may simply recommend other 
high-commission products. 

Quality of Advice 
In contrast to the relative simplicity of disclosure, regulating the 

quality of advice is a much more difficult task and often hinges on the legal 
duties of intermediaries to the insurance consumer (prospectively, the 
insured).  As with the earlier discussion of commissions disclosure 
mandates, we begin by discussing quality of advice in the United States and 
then turn to India. 

In the United States, these intermediary legal duties can roughly be 
grouped into three categories: caveat emptor (the buyer must beware as the 
intermediary possesses little or no duty), suitability, and fiduciary (the 
highest duty).  In discussing these categories, we discuss two examples of 
intermediaries, “agents” and “brokers,” which typically refer to slightly 
different relationships in the American context.  While both serve as market 
intermediaries, “agents” are tied to insurers and act as their company 
representatives or legal agents.  “Brokers” are independent middlemen who 
often represent the insured.39  New Jersey law, for example, explicitly 
incorporates this distinction, though the legal distinctions hinge on 
functional rather than nominal labels.40   

Agent Duties in the United States 

Retail life insurance agents usually fall into the caveat emptor 
category of duty. These agents explicitly serve as salespeople in arms-



length transactions with individual consumers, and therefore have minimal 
legal duties, if any, to those consumers.  As a Pennsylvania federal court 
articulated the legal standard, such an agent does not act “out of a special 
duty to act for the consumer's exclusive benefit, but rather out of a duty to 
his employer--and to his own self-interest--to sell its products as 
successfully as possible.”41  The only legal proscriptions on agent advice 
arise from liability for negligent or fraudulent misrepresentation – material 
falsities or omissions can potentially give rise to common law tort liability 
where such acts are the proximate cause for insurance-related damages.  
Yet agents’ opinions about the quality, suitability, or desirability of a policy 
will not give rise to such claims.42  State administrative agencies follow 
similar legal standards in addressing consumer complaints.43  State law thus 
provides few bounds to the quality of advice by insurance agents. 

Brokers, on the other hand, may be held to a higher standard that we 
call professional negligence or suitability.  Generally, when a broker agrees 
to obtain insurance for a client for the purposes of a commission, they are 
held to a duty of care that reflects reasonable skill and diligence.44  This 
duty is often called professional negligence because states tend to impose 
liability when brokers “fail to exercise the care that a reasonably prudent 
businessman in the brokerage field would exercise under similar 
circumstances.”45  In instances where an insurance agent consensually 
undertakes to act on behalf of the insured, a higher, broker duty might arise 
even for an individual otherwise labeled as an agent for the insurer.46  The 
requirement that a broker “use reasonable care, diligence, and judgment”47 
reflects a higher standard for quality of advice than caveat emptor, though 
the interpretation of those terms across jurisdictions can vary. 

Generally, insurance brokers are not held to the highest duty, that of 
a fiduciary.  As opposed to reasonableness or general suitability, the term 
fiduciary can be defined as a strict duty to a high standard of care based on 
good faith, trust, and confidence.48  It is a duty of loyalty that precludes 
conflicts of interest, burdening insurance brokers who may be “dual 
agents,” purportedly serving the insured while responding to incentives by 
the insurer.  However, in 2011, New York’s highest court held that an 
insurance broker does not have a common law fiduciary duty to disclose to 
its customers incentive arrangements that the broker has entered into with 
insurance companies.49  The case relied on existing jurisprudence holding 
that, absent special circumstances, the relationship between brokers and 
clients is not fiduciary in nature.50 Yet in some states, such as California, 
there is no clear answer as to whether the highest fiduciary duties apply to 
insurance agents and brokers.51  When courts hesitate to create common 
law fiduciary duties, legislative or regulatory responses may nonetheless 
create heightened standards.52 



One complicating aspect of insurance regulation is where products 
marketed as life insurance fall under the purview of stricter, federal 
securities regulation.  Annuities are a classic example.  Yet even securities 
regulation faces its own internal tensions, disparate duties, and evolving, 
politically-responsive regulation.  When Congress raised the standard of 
conduct of securities brokers from caveat emptor to one of professional 
duty in 1934 with the creation of the SEC, it was responding to the Great 
Depression.  Nonetheless, the legislation was a compromise, establishing a 
duty but measuring that duty in terms of internal industry standards rather 
than well-defined extrinsic metrics.53  Similarly, in the wake of the financial 
crisis, Dodd-Frank has tasked the SEC with investigating the merits of 
establishing a fiduciary standard for securities broker-dealers, who are 
currently subject to a suitability standard.54  Since licensed investment-
advisors (who are fee rather than commission based and regulated by a 
different statute)55 are subject to the highest fiduciary standard, broker-
dealers may provide, for example, a higher-priced (and higher commission) 
product even if a lower-cost one with better returns exists.  The latter 
product might theoretically meet the suitability, but not fiduciary, standard.  
Higher duties therefore limit the recommendations made, and commissions 
received, by agents in their interactions with consumers.  

In summary, American retail life insurance agents who act as 
representatives of the insurer are legally held to minimal standards of 
conduct in the quality of advice they offer to consumers.  Brokers, where 
they act as representatives of the insured, are held to a higher professional 
standard, though not necessarily a fiduciary one.  However, where 
particular life insurance products implicate securities such as annuities or 
mutual fund-linked term insurance, the fiduciary standard more likely 
applies.   

The term “suitability” became a significant factor in the Indian life 
insurance regulation in 2013.  The IRDA issued regulations requiring a 
standardized suitability analysis to form the basis for recommendations by a 
spectrum of intermediaries: “agents, bancassurance [sale of insurance 
through a bank], brokers and its [insurer’s] employees.”56 The mandated 
suitability analysis involves three main stages: data collection, analysis, and 
verification.  First, the IRDA’s standardized form asks the intermediary to 
collect consumer information including demographics, current assets, 
expected family liabilities (education, health, etc.), and expected future 
income.57  After this data collection phase, a mandatory section requires the 
insurer to answer two queries: why the “policy is most suited for the 
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proposer” and whether the product proposed is based on need, demand, or 
agent recommendation.58 The regulations provide little insight on how these 
questions should be answered - they demand neither that the preceding 
quantitative information be referenced nor do they specify the level of 
detail required in substantiating the recommendation.  Nonetheless, in the 
third stage, both the intermediary and the customer must sign an 
acknowledgement that the “product recommended is suitable for the 
proposer.”59  In the alternative, where the customer rejects the agent’s 
recommendation and chooses a different product, the intermediary and 
consumer must memorialize this divergence.60 

Despite requiring detailed data upon which to make product 
recommendations and requiring both intermediaries and consumers to 
verify “suitability,” suitability is not defined.  The regulatory language 
lends itself to the logical inference that “suitability” is something more than 
a caveat emptor regime and something less rigid than a fiduciary duty.  In 
that sense, retail sales agents in India under the Draft Code would be held 
to a higher standard than retail sales agents in the U.S, who are governed by 
the caveat emptor regime.  

In terms of implementing these suitability regulations, insurers are 
instructed i) to train their agents on the new documentation requirements as 
well as the suitability analysis, ii) to monitor agent documentation to assure 
that suitable recommendations are in fact being made, and iii) to maintain 
the records for five years for inspection by the IRDA.61  Yet the lack of 
regulatory clarity on which vectors of underlying data are “suitable” for 
which life insurance products means that the regulations leave a definitional 
hole in consumer protection despite this extensive recordkeeping. 

The suitability rhetoric is not limited to the life insurance context; it 
pervades India’s broader financial reform.  In 2013, India also released the 
Report of the Financial Sector Legislative Reforms Commission based on a 
perceived need to modernize its financial regulation.62  At the agency level, 
this modernization incorporated regulatory consolidation, with the Report 
recommending the merger of the IRDA with the Securities and Exchange 
Board of India (SEBI), Forward Markets Commission (FMC), and Pension 
Fund Regulatory and Development Authority (PFRDA) to create a new, 
unified regulatory agency.63  The report, which included a Draft Code, also 
offered language regarding “fair disclosure”, “suitability of advice”, and 
their intersection to be implemented by the regulator.  

In addressing “fair disclosure,” Draft Code incorporates both 
substantive and procedural mandates.  Procedurally, the Draft Code 
mandates that the disclosure be made “sufficiently before entering into a 
contract,” in writing, and in a manner “that enables the customer to make 



reasonable comparison of the financial product.”64  Substantively, the Draft 
Code only provides suggested topics, noting that the Regulator (proposed 
as the newly unified agency described earlier) may require disclosures 
regarding product benefits and risks, effects of contractual terms, and 
consumer rights under any law or regulation.65  

The Draft Code’s ambitious “suitability” requirement, only partially 
exposited through statutory language, parallels the IRDA regulations’ 
similarly promising but ambiguous language.  The Draft Code demands 
that the “retail advisor must ensure that the advice given is suitable for the 
retail consumer after due consideration of the relevant personal 
circumstances of the retail consumer.”66  In the Draft Code, as in the IRDA 
regulations, if the consumer foregoes the advisor’s recommendation and 
purchases a different product, a signed acknowledgment of the divergence 
is required.67  While the Draft Code language defines (or, more accurately, 
fails to define) suitability as broadly as the IRDA regulations, the Code, as 
a model statute, explicitly leaves the task of administration and clarification 
to the Regulator, who can implement clarifying regulations.  In contrast, 
with the current life insurance suitability mandate, the IRDA, as a 
regulatory agency, is the final implementer, leaving only the courts and 
subsequent regulation as a source of specificity. 

The Draft Code also explicitly addresses the interaction between 
disclosure and suitability.  While the Regulator must ultimately decide 
which financial products fall under the purview of the suitability 
regulations, the Draft Code mandates that, in exercising this judgment, the 
Regulator must take into account the “sufficiency of the disclosures made . 
. . to allow retail consumers to assess the suitability of the financial product 
or financial service for their purposes.”68  A retail advisor must also 
disclose to consumers “any conflict of interests, including any conflicted 
remuneration that the retail advisor has received or expects to receive for 
making the advice to the retail consumer.”69    

Before discussing the results of our experiment, we summarize our 
discussion of quality of advice in the United States and India with three 
basic observations.  First, suitability of advice pervades modern insurance 
regulation, whether in American common law professional negligence 
claims or in emerging Indian financial regulation architecture.  Nonetheless, 
the Indian standard is at least facially higher, given that agents fall under a 
suitability purview as opposed to the caveat emptor standard in the United 
States.  Two, “suitable advice” in the Indian context takes on the stature of 
an affirmative right yet the lack of clarity on how suitability is defined and 
evaluated jeopardizes that right’s practical implications.  Finally, the 
acknowledgment that consumer preferences may often conflict with 
consumer needs and therefore the agent’s suitability analysis gives rise to 



the question of how those conflicts shape the quality of advice.  That 
question constitutes the basis of a second component of our research, 
discussed in the next section. 

Quality of Advice in India: An 
Experiment with Associated 
Recommendations 

In addition to measuring the effects of disclosure regimes on product 
recommendation (discussed in Section II), our field experiment in urban 
India also pursues a second goal: documenting the responsiveness of 
quality of advice in a setting in which one product is unambiguously more 
appropriate than other products.  Whole life insurance, a popular product in 
the Indian market, is economically inferior to a combination of investing in 
savings accounts and purchasing term insurance, and yet we find that life 
insurance agents overwhelmingly encourage the purchase of whole 
insurance and rarely recommend term.    

The generally poor quality of advice is confirmed by our findings.  
For individuals for whom term is the most suitable product, only 5% of 
agents recommend purchasing only term insurance, while 74% recommend 
purchasing only whole.70  We also documented a range of wildly incorrect 
statements made by agents, such as: “You want term: are you planning on 
killing yourself?", “Term insurance is not for women", and “Term 
insurance is for government employees only."71 

Beyond documenting the generally poor quality of advice, by 
randomizing the content of our scripts in our audits, we also specifically 
explore how four different attributes affect the quality of advice: customer 
sophistication, customer needs, customer bias (stated preference for a 
product), and competition. 

Experimental Evidence from Auditor Cues 

First, with regards to bias and need, we varied the auditors’ stated 
preferences for term as well as their need for term.  In the latter case, need 
for term was signaled by the auditor mentioning concerns about the effects 
of dying early on his family’s position as well as wanting to cover risk 
affordably.  The need for whole was signaled by mentioning the desire to 
save and invest money for the future through a product that would provide 



financial discipline.  We find that neither an initial customer bias nor 
customer need for term insurance increases the probability of a 
recommendation of only buying term life insurance. However, both the bias 
and need increase the probability of a product recommendation that 
includes term insurance.  Such a bias or need also increases the amount of 
risk coverage recommended by the agent, but does not increase the 
corresponding premium, largely because term insurance provides more risk 
coverage per rupee of premium.  Agents thus “cater” to customers (either 
their beliefs or needs) primarily by recommending term insurance products 
as an addition to high-commission whole insurance products, rather than 
recommending only the purchase of term.  

Second, with regards to competition, we experimentally reduced the 
agent's perceived amount of market power by varying whether the customer 
mentions that they had talked to other providers and wanted to compare 
offers.  The auditors lacking the competition treatment only mentioned 
having discussed life insurance with a friend.   We are particularly 
interested in competition’s effect where the customer is biased towards 
whole insurance but demonstrates a need for term insurance.  In this setting 
the agent has the potential to de-bias the auditor as their beliefs are 
inconsistent with their insurance needs.  When the threat of competition 
looms, we find that the agent is substantially more likely to de-bias 
customers by recommending a product that include term.  However, when 
the dependent variable is a binary indicator for a product recommendation 
of term only, there is no longer a competition effect.  Moreover, we do not 
find that competition leads agents to de-bias customers who have a belief 
that term insurance is a good product but express a need for whole.  In 
summary, in the limited circumstances where competition has an effect, we 
find that agents mainly compete by recommending term policies on top of 
whole insurance policies, as opposed to completely de-biasing the customer 
and recommending only term. 

Finally, we vary auditor cues of sophistication.  In this experiment, 
sophisticated auditors mention that they have spent time shopping for 
policies and are familiar with the different types of policies.   The 
unsophisticated auditors affirmatively conveyed their lack of knowledge 
and confusion.  We find that sophistication does in fact lead to higher 
quality advice.  Yet similar to the results in the bias versus needs 
experiment, it appears that agents attempt to cater to more sophisticated 
types by including term as a part of a recommendation, as opposed to 
exclusively recommending term. 



Our findings lend themselves to three particular critiques of both the 
IRDA regulations and Draft Code.  First, insofar as commissions-motivated 
agents improve their quality of advice by creating composite 
recommendations which mix suitable products with unsuitable products as 
opposed to recommending only the suitable products, the IRDA regulations 
should clarify how the “suitability analysis” judges such composite 
recommendations.  If the practice is a professional norm across licensed 
agents, extrinsic suitability standards (rather than professional negligence 
standards alone) would be needed to truly protect consumers.  While 
suitability standards provide a middle ground between caveat emptor and 
fiduciary standards, adding a suitable product to an unsuitable product does 
not clearly make the composite recommendation more suitable. 

Recommendations 

Second, since our research suggests that agents may in fact cater to 
consumer preferences, even when they conflict with consumer need, the 
relationship between preferences and suitability analysis needs elaboration.  
In addition to our research, a recent American audit study examining the 
quality of portfolio allocation guidance found that agents recommend 
higher-risk portfolios for wealthier individuals, are biased towards active 
management, and do not do a good job of undoing customer biases – the 
phenomenon of catering is thus not limited to the financial products market 
in India.72  On the one hand, the IRDA regulations may address this conflict 
by requiring consumers to acknowledge when their product purchases 
diverge from the agent’s “suitable” recommendation.  Yet, in the absence of 
a clearer suitability standard, it’s possible that such customer preferences 
will be incorporated into the agent recommendation, particularly when 
those preferences are in line with the agent’s compensation interests.  Our 
research also suggests that competition among agents will not necessarily 
remedy this catering.  Thus, the role (if any) of consumer preferences in 
suitability analysis needs to clarified by the IRDA. 

Third, we caution against the Draft Code’s suggestion that 
disclosures may sufficiently promote suitable financial product 
recommendations, exempting certain product classes from suitability 
requirements.  For example, we find evidence that commissions disclosure 
causes agents to shift recommendations towards other high-commission 
products where disclosure is not required, not necessarily to more suitable 
products.  Our research exploits a disclosure mandate that applies to a 
single class of products, so commissions disclosure across all products 
might produce a different equilibrium.  Yet given the practical limits on 
how much disclosure can be mandated, how well individual consumers can 
incorporate multiple disclosures, and the efficacy of such disclosures, the 



IRDA should move cautiously before relying on disclosure as a substitute 
for suitability regulation.73 

In sum, India’s recent reforms in the insurance industry and 
prospective reforms in the financial industry endeavor to create substantive 
rights to suitable advice, exceeding American standards in certain regards.   
Experimental evidence, such as the research we summarize here, can play 
an important role in testing the theoretical limits of these frameworks and 
ensure that the regulations effectuate the consumer protection they are 
meant to accomplish.   

Conclusion 
As consumers, particularly in emerging markets, begin to engage in 

complicated financial products markets, the role of intermediaries as 
sources of advice will come under further scrutiny.  Our comparative 
regulation analysis hopefully has crystallized two overarching themes.  
First, even seemingly disparate markets such as the life insurance markets 
in India and the United States often overlap in their market characteristics 
and their regulatory regimes.  Second, financial regulatory efforts do not 
always create the intended impacts in human behavior, but creative field 
experiments can shed light on regulatory limitations and identify promising 
interventions. 
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